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The Greatest Weapon In The Fight Against Viruses
Up to 24 hours of active surface protection in one application

HOW WE CAN SUPPORT YOU
MediHealth Technologies (MHT) provide a unique suite of healthcare products to
make people safer for longer.
MHT is a partnership that brings together British Science and German Engineering
to provide technologically advanced products to make people and environments safe.

Pathogon - Multi Surface

Disinfectant (Contains PHMB, DDAC and ADBAC)

24h

Protect

WATER BASED - 24 hour room sanitisation
Alcohol free I Food safe I Active protection for up to 24 hours
UKAS accredited laboratory certification according to:
EN13727 Bacteria
EN14476 All Enveloped Viruses
EN13624 Fungi
MHT use the most advanced, safe and proven technology.

Specially formulated and independantly certificated in
the UK using only UKAS accredited laboratories

WHY IS SURFACE DISINFECTION SO IMPORTANT?

hand onto and from surfaces.

therefore immediate re-contamination is common. Pathogon
continues to work for up to 24 hours eliminating the risk.


DIY Fogging can be achieved with minimal effort and training
Save money by DIY fogging your venue for as little as 9p per m3
A full ongoing protective sanitisation concept in a matter of minutes,
lasting up to 24 hours
No requirement for lengthy manual sanitisation. It is the perfect way to
keep your venue safe from contamination

SECTORS WHERE THIS PRODUCT IS MOST EFFECTIVE
•RetailFitness-Education-Hospitality-Conference-Transport
•Any place you want 100% guaranteed protection
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DISINFECT ROOMS LIKE A HOSPITAL
Who we are and what we do

BIOFILM AND RESIDUAL BARRIER TECHNOLOGY

CONTACTLESS DISINFECTION

One of the Partners Andy Hart, for 25 years working in Adult Social Care, believed
he was protecting his Residents, Staff Teams and Visitors with sanitisation products
in accordance with H&S guidance and protocols. He admits that a sense of anger
took over when we discovered the protection only lasted to a maximum of 30 seconds
and in some cases provided no better a result than simple malt vinegar. For more of
Andys story enquiries@medihealth.tech.
The growth and expectation of better ways of stopping the spread of viruses means
there is a real demand for technology products that make a difference to companies
and people.
The combination of technology and innovative application of our water based disinfectants
with ongoing protection up to 24 hours, will be sought after and will attract many companies
looking to provide state-of-the-art protection for their colleagues.
As the need to protect extends well beyond the pandemic, demand will continue to
grow for the MHT’s product suite which is based upon full independent certification
providing both safety and peace of mind. Therefore, given the increasing acknowledgement
that the vast majority of current sanitising products are not fit for purpose, MHT Ltd will
work with you and your team to provide any insight and information on the wide variety
of sanitising products available including our own disinfectant Indeed we welcome full scrutiny of our products and disinfectants
		

 Water based - Natural ingredients

Alcoholfree


EN13727 Bacteria
EN14476 All Enveloped Viruses
EN13624 Fungi

24 hours of protection
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NO EFFICACY

RESIDUAL BARRIER

THE SCIENCE
Biofilm: Cells in biofilm embedded in EPS matrix (polysaccharides)
Conventional disinfectants (e.g. chlorine) are easily neutralized by organic matter in biofilm
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Surfactants remove dead biofilm material
Residual efficacy prevents regrowth of the biofilm, which would happen with conventional
disinfectants
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Mixture of 5th generation quaternary ammonium compounds, PHMB and non-ionic surfactants
for broad spectrum activity and residual efficacy.
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BIOFILM - REMOVAL
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Combination of actives with optimized blend of non-ionic surfactants results in stabilized mixed
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increased activity and residual efficacy:
Once the Pathogon solution is applied to a surface, the water in the solution evaporates, and
the active ingredients are left on the now dry surface in a layer of microscopic beads; this is the
residual barrier.
The active ingredients in Pathogon are positively charged and are attracted to the negative
charge on the outside of pathogenic cells. These ingredients break apart the pathogenic cell
wall, causing the contents to leak out. The active ingredients in Pathogon then rehydrate, and
the cell dies.

INTERESTED TO KNOW MORE ?
CONTACT:
Medi-Health Technologies
Ltd (MHT BIS
Ltd)
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